NOTE

1. CHAMFER TOPS OF STAKES AT 45 DEGREE ANGLE
2. HEADER SHALL BE STRAIGHT WITHOUT KINKS OR BENDS OR GRAVEL BETWEEN BOARDS
3. PROTECT REDWOOD HEADER AT ALL TIMES. REPLACE DAMAGED HEADER AND ASPHALT. REPAIR AT CONTRACTOR COSTS.
4. LAYOUT PLAN AND DETAILS TO DETERMINE DEPTHS OF MATERIALS.
STONE FINES PAVING PER STANFORD STANDARDS

FILTER FABRIC

1/2" X 5" STEEL HEADER
PRIME & PAINT BLACK OR
FACTORY FINISH BLACK

SOIL FINISH
GRADE AT
PLANTING
AREA

COMPACTED
CLASS II
AGGREGATE
BASE

COMPACTED
SUBGRADE

STEEL
STAKES, 16"
LONG,
2'-6" O.C.
DOUBLE
STAKE AT
OVERLAP
INSTALL PER
MFR.
DIRECTIONS

NOTE: DEPTH OF BASE TO BE CONFIRMED
BASED ON SITE SOIL TYPE